World Class Paint

StandardAero’s Springfield, Illinois corporate jet services facility houses one of the world’s most capable and sophisticated paint facilities.

How it Works:
Long before your aircraft arrives, our designers work with you to create a custom design that meets your specifications.

Benefits:
StandardAero’s 62,000 square foot environmentally controlled paint facility is one of the finest and most sophisticated in the world with comprehensive MRO service capabilities serving Business Jets for over 30 years. It is staffed with master paint technicians who believe that anything is possible and that whatever your paint expectations are – they can make them a reality.

StandardAero – The Right Choice
Mid-Size to Super Large Business Jet owners and operators want the best paint quality and aesthetics, but they also want to ensure that their airframe and skin is free from and protected against corrosion. Moreover, they want a state-of-the-art paint facility that is adjacent to airframe, engine, avionics and interiors capabilities – just in case stripping an aircraft for paint uncovers any problems. StandardAero meets these needs and exceeds customer expectation on a daily basis.

Modifications Sales Contact:
Vel Kovacevich ☑️ +1-217-535-3555  vel.kovacevich@standardaero.com

TO FIND OUT MORE contact your Sales Representative or visit us at: http://www.standardaero.com